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Why React GraphQL Academy? 

React GraphQL Academy (our website) gives students quality, one-on-one 

training that you simply can’t get from online courses. We were the first in 

Europe to offer such a service and pride ourselves on teaching the most 

up-to-date curriculum for React and GraphQL.  

 

 

https://reactjs.academy/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=convince-boss-pdf&utm_content=hplink_header
https://reactjs.academy/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf


 

Our coaches are working professionals, building products day-to-day as well 

as teaching what they know, enabling them to offer real-world experience 

and expert-knowledge to students. The core coaching team are part of 

LeanJS - a company who works exclusively in the Lean methodology, an 

iterative approach that we employ in our curriculum evolution as well as our 

development approach.  

What other companies have sent attendees to React GraphQL 

Academy?  

We have taught devs and tech leads from: 

● Asos.com 

● Capgemini 

● IBM 

● John Lewis 

● Net-a-Porter 

● The Financial Times 

● Sainsbury’s 

● Tesco 

● The Telegraph 

● Trainline 

Who is React GraphQL Academy? 

Our team of coaches come with different expertise from a variety of 

backgrounds: 

● Alex Lobera - Tech Lead at LeanJS 

● Richard Moss - Senior React Engineer at LeanJS 

● Horacio Herrera - Designer and Developer at LeanJS 

● Eva Hoffmann - Interactive Developer at DAZN 

● Will Voelcker - Senior Full-stack JavaScript Engineer at LeanJS 

● Adam Lancaster - Software Engineer at Nested 

https://reactgraphql.academy/about-us/#alex-lobera?utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/about-us/#richard-moss?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/about-us/#horacio-herrera?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/about-us/#eva-hoffmann?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/about-us/#will-voelcker?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgrapqhl.academy/about-us/#adam-lancaster?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf


 

● Roy Derks - Senior Front-End Developer at City of Amsterdam 

● David Leuliette - Senior Front-End Developer at Freeformers 

● Francisco Gomes - Developer at LeanJS 

What courses are do we offer? 

React Bootcamp 

● 1 week 

● Full time 

● For experienced devs 

● Small classes 

● Project-based training 

● Cost: £2160 

Advanced React 

● 3 days 

● Full time 

● For experienced React devs 

● Small classes 

● Project-based training 

● Cost: £1500 
 

React Part-Time 

● 5 weeks 

● Part-time - 2 evenings a week 

● For experienced devs 

● Small classes 

● Project-based training 

● Cost: £1400 

GraphQL Bootcamp 

● 5 days 

● Full time 

● For experienced devs 

● Small classes 

● Project-based training 

● Cost: £2160 
 

These details are subject to change and should be taken as a guide. Please 

visit reactgraphql.academy for the latest information.  

https://reactgraphql.academy/about-us/#roy-derks?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/about-us/#david-leuliette?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/about-us/#francisco-gomes?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/react/training/bootcamp/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/react/training/advanced/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/react/training/part-time-course/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/graphql/training/bootcamp/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf


 

What about private corporate training? 

We have run a multitude of different private training sessions with companies 

such as IBM, Xing and Tesco to name just a few.  

 

For details click here: 

● Corporate React Training  

● Corporate GraphQL Training  

… OR email us at 

hello@reactgraphql.academy and we’ll set up 

a call to talk over your specific needs. 

 

Click here and see what Andru Dunn, Senior Developer at John Lewis has to 

say… 

 

Are these course for beginners, intermediate or advanced devs? 

Our courses are a deep dive into React and GraphQL, created for developers 

who have at least 1 years’ experience using JavaScript.  It is not for beginners 

who do not know how to code at all.  

https://reactgraphql.academy/react/training/corporate/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/react/training/corporate/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/react/training/corporate/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/graphql/training/corporate/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/graphql/training/corporate/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
https://reactgraphql.academy/graphql/training/corporate/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=corporate-training-pdf
mailto: hello@reactgraphql.academy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o6YwbHGfPOo


 

Why should developers learn React and GraphQL? What’s in it for 

the business? 

React 

React is a JavaScript library for creating user interfaces (UI) and represents a 

new approach in UI development. It is the technology of choice for leaders 

such as Facebook, Instagram, Netflix, New York Times, to name but a few.  

 

In practical terms, using React helps create a more efficient development 

workflow with a component-based architecture. This slots easily into modern 

approaches to digital product creation (such as design systems and 

lean/agile methodologies). 

  

From the start, React was (and is) designed to be fast, simple and scalable, 

with easy to test features that build more robust applications in comparison 

to traditional development approaches. React is a declarative library, which 

means:  

- Less code  

- Less bugs  

- Easier to understand  

- Easier to change and maintain 



 

GraphQL 

Similarly, GraphQL was created by Facebook and fits excellently with React 

but can be used with other technologies too.  

 

With GraphQL, your apps get to decide what data they need and receive only 

that. GraphQL lets you ask for data in an organised way, which means you can 

build apps that are quick and efficient, even when network connectivity is 

poor.  

 

In a nutshell, using GraphQL, you control the data coming to your app from the 

server and therefore makes apps quicker with less HTTP calls. You only get 

the data that you’ve asked for, making your code base more efficient. 

 

Want to chat? Contact us! 

Our website reactgraphql.academy has all the latest information about our 

courses but we’re also available on social media, check us out: 

- Facebook 

- Twitter 

- Instagram 

- GitHub 

 

https://reactgraphql.academy/?utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=convince-boss-pdf&utm_content=hplink_contactus
https://www.facebook.com/reactjsacademy
https://twitter.com/reactjsacademy
https://www.instagram.com/reactjsacademy/
https://github.com/reactjsacademy


 

We are always happy to answer any questions you have about our courses and 

private training - just email us at hello@reactgraphql.academy and we’ll set 

up a call to talk over your specific needs. 

mailto: hello@reactgraphql.academy

